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Designline

KISKA

More than just a tabletop

Gerald Kiska is one of the most important
product designers in Austria. However,
design means more to him than just good
styling: creative solutions are only good
when aesthetics, function and comfort
complement each other in harmony.

Topalit stands for top quality tabletops.
Made from the finest Austrian woods
and manufactured using a special pro
duction process, Topalit tabletops offer a
range of unique properties. From dining
establishments to private gardens, our
products have been successfully used
around the world for decades.

National and international awards for
his work confirm this stance. For Topalit
Designline, KISKA developed a range that
is noted for its reduced design language
and modern colours.

Technical innovations in the production
process capture whole new aspects
in the new product line Designline: In
collaboration with nationally and inter
nationally renowned designers, product
ranges have been developed which
combine the familiar Topalit quality with
artistic and high-quality design solutions.

Design and lifestyle.

Designing desire.

Customers now also have the possibility
to vary the form and colour of these
designs themselves, to meet their indi
vidual requirements. Topalit therefore
offers customisation with perfect pro
cessing and precision for a truly different
result.
KISKA Table Culture
A different kind of table culture

Especially for the high-end dining and
hotel industry, Topalit also facilitates the
implementation of entirely individual
designs. Table patterns can also be
customised to match textiles or wall
coverings. Topalit offers professional
project support and advice in this area
for planners, architects and object
designers.

KISKA Pure Circles
Circles – a geometrical confession

KISKA Dynamic Circles
Statics and dynamics

KISKA MOMA
Marbling in a modern setting

Designline therefore stands for inno
vative design ideas in conjunction with
high-quality materials. For modern pro
jects that ensure permanently stable
value, while also fulfilling the highest of
aesthetic claims.
The team of Topalit
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Tosi

Topalit

Italian design with elegance pays homage
to the relaxed, southern way of life. Items
of daily use should not only be functional,
but also aesthetically appealing.

From the house of Topalit originates the
design for the “Patterns” range by Aus
trian designer Bernhard Aichinger, who
has already developed many successful
decors in the past season.

A notable Italian designer has been found
in Matteo Tosi.

His modern, repetitive decors exude
timeless elegance.

His range makes reference to natural and
stylised elements based on floral motifs.

Love means designing your heart & design means loving the art.

Design is the fusion of love and detail.

shapes
Topalit Designline tabletops are available in the following shapes:

Tosi Papavero
Delicate combination of poppy and surface

Tosi Cristallo
Crystallised design language

Tosi Ombra*
Floral elements in the shadows

Tosi Nero e Bianco*
Effective contrasts

Aichinger Moments
A balanced, monochrome interaction

Aichinger Pattern
Clarity and minimalism in grey-white

square

rectangular

circular

dimensions

dimensions

dimensions

60 x 60 cm
70 x 70 cm
80 x 80 cm
90 x 90 cm

100 x 60 cm
110 x 70 cm
120 x 80 cm
140 x 80 cm
90 x 60 cm

60 cm
70 cm
80 cm
90 cm

The designs marked with * are only available in square and circular.
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Design your own tabletop

Your Personal Designline

Our professional designs can be easily modified according to your personal needs

Exclusive: Create your own Design

We have designed the production process in a way that you have the possibility to determine either the colour or
the pattern for all designs, or even to modify both to suit your requirements. Simply adapt the existing design to
your personal preferences, so that it suits you and the desired purpose perfectly:

What‘s more, you not only have the possibility to pick from our existing range of designs, but also
have the chance to put your own creations on the table.
You have total freedom to design tabletops fitting your needs. Match them with your interior design by
printing elements from your surroundings, such as wallpapers or curtains.

Topalit GmbH
Tel.: +43 (0) 7675 2411-0
Fax: +43 (0) 7675 2413-42
E-Mail: designline@topalit.at

Choose your favourite design
All Topalit Designline tabletops have been designed by professional
designers. Decide which design fits your needs best. Feel free to
choose from the options below:

Option 1: Change colour ...

... or Option 2: Change pattern...

... or: Change pattern and colour ...

Choose your favourite colour ...

... or modify the pattern

... or even modify both – pattern and colour

Depending on the designs, you can select individual
foreground and background colours.

As the designs are made of individual particles, you may also
adjust their sizes and frequencies.

Not only adjust the pattern to your requirements, but
also choose your favourite colours.

original design

original design

original design

change colour

Please talk to your design consultant about the right choice of colour, as not
all colours may be suitable for outdoor use.
Inform us about your requirements - we look forward to supporting you:

change pattern
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... or Option 3: Create your own design:

change pattern and colour
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